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Answer questions in order. 

1. 	 (10%) State and prove the first and the second Borel-Cantelli lemm品-

2. 	 (10%) State and prove Kolmogorov's inequality. 

3. 	 (20%=4+8+8) Let Bt , t 三 0 ， be the standard one dimensional Brownian motion with Bo = O. 

(a) Apply the strong law of large numbers to study the almost sure limit of Bn/n as integer 
n 一→ 00. 

(b) Apply 	Kol口lOgorov's inequality to suitable discrete points in 柄， n+ 呵， and then pass 
to limit to show that 

平PLZLl|Bt-Bn|>小 
(c) 	 Define a new process Wt ,t 三 0 ， by Wo = 0 and Wt = tB(l/t) for t > O. Show that Wt 

is also a Brownian motion. (Hint. Use the result in (b) to study the continuity of Wt 

at t = 0.) 

4. 	 (10%) Let U1 ,U2 , ... be a sequence of independent random variables that are uniformly dis
tributed over [0, 1]. For each η ， let Zn be the median of the values of U1 ， 巧，...， U2n+l • That 
is, if we order U1,. .. , U2n+1 in increasing order, then Zn is the (n + 1)st element in this 
ordered sequence. Show that the sequence Zn • c in probability for some constant c. What 
is this constant c? 

5. 	 (16%=8+8) 

(吋	 Show that if random variables 九=今已 where c is a constant , then 九→ c in probability. 

(b) Suppose that X n => X and 九=> c, where c is a constant, then X n + 凡中 X+c. 

6. 	 (16%=8+8) Let M n be a supermartingale with respect to the filtration :Fn . 

(a) Let 	ψbe an increasing concave function with E[Iψ(Mn)l] < ∞ for a11 n. . Show that 
ψ(Mn) is a supermartingale with respect to :Fn . 

(b) Suppose that Mn 主 V for a11 n for some random variable V with E[IVI] <∞. Show 
that Mn converges a.s. 

7. 	 (18%=12+6) Let X n be an irreducible Markov chain. Answer the followi時 questions. No 
proof is needed. 

(a.) 	 Write down 七he definitions that a state is transient, null recurrent and positive 
recurrent , respectively. ln which case that the chain has a stationary distribution? Is 
the stationary distribution unique when exists? 

(b) Give three examples of irreducible Markov chain which is transient, null recurrent and 
positive recurrent , respectively. 




